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The status of global mental healthThe status of global mental health is this week’s newsletter from Ben Miller
about how new report sheds light on some of the problems we are up against
as a world.

A Denver Researcher Highlights Older Queer Women through PhotographsA Denver Researcher Highlights Older Queer Women through Photographs is
an interview in 5280 by Barbara Urzua with Dr. Carey Candrian, associate
professor at the CU School of Medicine, who created photographic and written
stories to help people better understand the challenges of older LGBTQ
women in Colorado.

Adolescent Reproductive Health ECHO ProgramAdolescent Reproductive Health ECHO Program is a website that contains
resources for teens, parents, educators, and health providers. You can register
here for upcoming ECHO presentations.

CU Nursing Alumna/Faculty Take Psychiatry Training Program to the NextCU Nursing Alumna/Faculty Take Psychiatry Training Program to the Next
LevelLevel is a post on the Anschutz College of Nursing website by Bob Mook about
how co-directors of the Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner (PMHNP)
program are working to make their training program even better and increasing
the number of student rotations from two to 10 per year.

Can ChatGPT and TikTok Fads Hurt People Struggling with Eating Disorders?Can ChatGPT and TikTok Fads Hurt People Struggling with Eating Disorders?
is a post on the CU Anschutz Medical Campus website by Laura Kelley about
how a CU licensed clinical social worker addresses potential impacts of new
technology on disordered eating.
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COVID-19 & More: COVID, the “mask wars,” and East Palestine reduxCOVID-19 & More: COVID, the “mask wars,” and East Palestine redux is this
week’s commentary from Dean Jon Samet.

Opinion: Zero-tolerance isn’t working. We need a restorative approach to drugOpinion: Zero-tolerance isn’t working. We need a restorative approach to drug
addiction.addiction. is a story in The Colorado Sun by Jazlynne Smith about how people
with addictions don’t need forced sobriety; they need agency and

Why Aren’t Doctors Screening Older Americans for Anxiety?Why Aren’t Doctors Screening Older Americans for Anxiety? is a story in the
New York Times by Paula Span about how anxiety disorders are common
among seniors, yet an influential panel seems likely to recommend against
routine screening.

Gun violence: Firearm safety and suicide prevention with Emmy Betz, MD,Gun violence: Firearm safety and suicide prevention with Emmy Betz, MD,
MPHMPH is a podcast that covers firearm-related injury and suicide, the role
physicians can play in helping to prevent it, and available resources.

‘At their wit’s end’: Those working to save teens from gun violence express‘At their wit’s end’: Those working to save teens from gun violence express
burnout as it increasesburnout as it increases is a post on 9 News by Darius Johnson and Janet
Oravetz about the alarming trend of a rise in violence among teens and how
those working to prevent it are burnt out.

Colorado to get $4.5 million to combat gun violenceColorado to get $4.5 million to combat gun violence is a KDVR story by Nicole
Fierro about an award from the U.S. Department of Justice to fund efforts that
combat gun violence.

Colorado hospitals warn of ‘catastrophic’ consequences of proposed billColorado hospitals warn of ‘catastrophic’ consequences of proposed bill is a
story in the Denver Business Journal by Analisa Romano about how ahead of
the bill’s introduction, the Colorado Hospital Association, joined by
representatives from Denver Health, Children’s Hospital Colorado, and
UCHealth said that the term “facility fee” is a “terrible misnomer,” which has
resulted in a policy proposal that would devastate the industry. Another storyAnother story in
The Colorado Sun by John Ingold that also addresses House Bill 1215.

Colorado considers ‘safe injection sites’ to prevent overdosesColorado considers ‘safe injection sites’ to prevent overdoses is a CPR News
story by the AP about how Democratic lawmakers in Colorado pushed the
controversial bill forward in committee this week but is garnering stiff pushback.

U.S. Rep. Jason Crow Visits CU Anschutz Medical Campus to Highlight TwoU.S. Rep. Jason Crow Visits CU Anschutz Medical Campus to Highlight Two
Campus InitiativesCampus Initiatives is a post on the CU School of Medicine website about
Jason Crow’s campus visit last week to hear about and address rural health
and reducing injury and violence.

SNAP benefits drop at least $90 a month in Colorado as food, housing, heatingSNAP benefits drop at least $90 a month in Colorado as food, housing, heating
and fuel prices riseand fuel prices rise is a story in The Colorado Sun by Monte Whaley about how
some anticipate a 20% increase in people needing help as SNAP benefits that
expanded during the pandemic return to previous levels.
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Just and Ethical Study Designs in the Opioid EpidemicJust and Ethical Study Designs in the Opioid Epidemic is an opinion piece in
The Milbank Quarterly by Harold A. Pollack and colleagues that discusses the
need for additional protections for vulnerable research subjects facing the
opioid epidemic and other harms to their well-being.

How Hospitals are Tackling ViolenceHow Hospitals are Tackling Violence is a story in The Hospitalist by Karen
Appold that calls out study findings of increased violence against hospital
employees. This piece involves interviews with providers from various
hospitals across the country.

Bullying is rising in schools. How are districts responding?Bullying is rising in schools. How are districts responding? is a 3 News Now
story by Dan Grossman about studies that show bullying may be rising again.

Why music causes memories to flood backWhy music causes memories to flood back is a story in The Washington Post
by Marlene Cimons about a phenomenon familiar to brain researchers. 

Financing Medical-Legal Partnerships: View from the FieldFinancing Medical-Legal Partnerships: View from the Field is a fact sheet by
Jennifer Trott and colleagues that draws on survey data from 350 health care
organizations and their partnering legal organizations to describe how medical-
legal partnerships are adapting to meet their funding challenges.
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